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Abstract

IVHS systems influence four kinds of decisions that drivers make during their trip. The
corresponding tasks that IVHS systems carry out are route and flow control, congestion
control, vehicle coordination, and spacing. A comparison of two scenarios shows how IVHS
influence over vehicle behavior can range from minor (under a strategy limited to providing
information and advice) to major (under full automation which preempts driver control).
The four IVHS tasks have three differentiating features: time scale or the time available to
carry out the task; spatial scope or the impact of executing the task on the traffic system;
and information span or the extent of information needed to carry out the task.

An IVHS architecture organized in a hierarchy of four layers - network, link, co- 
ordination. and regulation - is proposed. This hierarchy resolves in a natural way the
three differentiating features. The architecture can accommodate a wide range of automa-
tion strategies from the simplest, which limits itself to providing driver information. to
the most complex. which achieves total control of the vehicle. The architecture permits
the incorporation of new functional capabilities over time, and encourages a decentralized
implementation of IVHS tasks.

An open architecture specification is urged as a means to promote rapid development
of IVHS and to ensure the interworking of independent, subsystem implementations. It is
also suggested that IVHS standards should be specified in a formal-mathematical language
to simplify later problems of design validation and conformance testing of products.



1 Introduction

Engineers face daunting challenges as they attempt to meet a growing demand for travel at
a time when the traditional response of building more roads is less acceptable because it is
too  costly or too damaging to the environment.

There is a growing consensus that an appropriate combination of intelligent vehicles
and intelligent highways may assist drivers in ways that lead to greater capacity and safety
without building new roads. However, there is a wide diversity of opinion about the form
of this ‘intelligence’. This diversity has several dimensions including:

l Function - the range and extent of transportation and driving functions that should
be automated;

l Architecture - the functional decomposition of IVHS systems, the assignment of tasks
to various subsystems, the information flows between subsystems, and their interfaces;

l Design - the appropriate forms, including the division of intelligence between vehicle
and highway, in which control, computing and communication technologies should be
combined to realize this architecture;

l Evolution -  the timing of system development, the extent to which earlier architectures 
should be capable of accommodating new functions;

l Evaluation - the effectiveness, costs and benefits of different NHS proposals.

§2 presents a framework for describing IVHS functions, their relation to key decisions
that drivers make, and the degree of influence that IVHS can have on those decisions. This
framework provides a quick comparison of different IVHS proposals.

§3 proposes one IVHS architecture. The architecture arranges subsystems tasks in
a hierarchy that corresponds to the functions introduced in §2. The architecture supports

l Uniformity - it accommodates a wide range of IVHS automation capabilities;

l Evolution - it permits the incorporation of new functions;

o Decentralization - it encourages an implementation in which the tasks are carried out
in a decentralized manner; consequently most of the intelligence is in the vehicle..

§4 urges the specification of an open architecture, i.e. the formulation of standards
in the form of reference models for each layer of the architecture hierarchy. It also urges the
consideration of formal-mathematical methods for standards specification, design validation
and conformance testing.

§5 argues that significant safety and capacity gains from IVHS will only be achieved
by much larger degree of automatic vehicle control (AVC) than most proponents of IVHS
are at present willing to contemplate. We recommend, therefore, that IVHS architectures be
designed with the explicit requirement that they be able to accommodate AVC functions.
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2 IVHS functions

Table 1 lists a sequence of six decisions made by an automobile driver in the course of a trip. l
The decisions are divided into three phases - pretrip, in-trip, and post-trip. IVHS systems
seek to improve these decisions and NHS subsystems must carry out corresponding tasks.
Generally speaking, driver decisions may be influenced by four strategies of intervention -
providing information, offering advice, taking direct control of the decision, and changing
incentives by pricing, eg. tolls. I

Phase  Driver decision  IVHS goal  IVHS task  Strategy 

A = Advice, C = Control, I = Information, P = Pricing

Table-l: Driver decisions and IVHS functions

Henceforth we restrict attention to the four in-trip decisions. Note that as the
strategy adopted to influence driver decisions shifts from giving information to offering
advice to exerting preemptive control, the decisions become more automatic and predictable.
and the burden on system ‘intelligence’ increases.

A better appreciation of this shift of responsibility from the driver to the IVHS
system is gained by comparing a scenario of a highly automated IVHS system with that of
a system which eschews direct control.

A highly automated IVHS scenario

Vehicles enter and leave the automated network of interconnected highways at vari-
ous gates and travel through the network under system control. Upon admission, the driver
announces the vehicle’s ultimate destination. (The system may delay admission for pur-
poses of flow control.) The system responds to the driver’s request by assigning a nominal
route through the network. This is a sequence like

R = (H1, s1,f1), (H2, s2, f2), ...

The interpretation is that the route is a sequence of segments. The first segment on highway
H1 starts at gate s1 and ends at gate f1 which connects to gate s2 on highway H2 and so
on, as illustrated in Figure 1.

‘This applies to a typical commute trip. Somewhat different decisions may be involved in vacation trips.
trips by drivers of commercial vehicles, etc.
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the adjacent lane, that this space will be kept available until the lane-change maneuver
is complete, or, if such space is not available, the neighboring vehicles will accelerate or
decelerate to create such space. (The sequence of message exchanges is called a protocol.)
Once agreement with its neighbors has been reached, the automatic vehicle control system
(AVCS) executes the lane-change. In a lane-keeping maneuver, the AVCS system seeks to
maintain the target speed v(H, l, d) as it follows the vehicle in front of it at a safe distance. 2

Comparison of partial and full automation

Table 2 compares the implementation strategies for the four tasks in the fully au-
tomated IVHS system with the strategies that might be adopted in a partially automated
system. The fully automated system exercises a degree of control which effectively preempts
driver actions, whereas the partially automated system seeks only to influence those actions
by giving information and advice.

Task Fully automated IVHS Partial automated IVHS
Route guidance, Assign route, Provide travel time
Flow control Admission control information; ramp-metering
Congestion control Assign path, section Indicate incidents,

target speeds advisory speeds
Vehicle coordination Automated protocols Legal rules and

social protocols
Spacing control Automatic vehicle Collision warning

control

Table 2: Implementation strategy in full vs partial automated systems

The fully automated system assigns the route that the vehicle must follow; the
partially automated system predicts travel times which the driver may take into account in
route selection. Both systems may control admission.

The fully automated system seeks to avoid the propagation of congestion by assign-
ing the target speed in each section. The partially automated system attempts to achieve
this effect by posting advisory speeds or information about incidents. In this case, both
systems provide the same advice; the fully automated system guarantees that vehicles will
conform to the advice, in the other system drivers may ignore this advice.3

The safe execution of a lane change maneuver. requires the coordinated movement
of neighboring vehicles. Partially automated IVHS may offer no assistance to drivers who
must assume, as they do at present, that the neighboring drivers follow legal rules and social

2In [1]. during a lane-keeping maneuver, the vehicle must also try to stay in a platoon. The platoon size
is announced by the system. Simple models suggest that organizing traffic in platoons offers a large increase
in capacity [2. 3. 4].

3The effectiveness of congestion control under full automation is discussed in [2], while [5] discusses the
effectiveness under partial information. Using a simulation model of the Santa Monica (SMART) corridor
in LA, [6] concludes that savings ‘under recurring congestion conditions were found to be insignificant and
in the order of 10 min for a 40 min trip under induced incident congestion.”
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conventions. Fully automated systems achieve guaranteed coordination through formal
protocols.4 .

Finally. in a lane keeping maneuver, partial automation may improve safety by
alerting the driver to the threat of a collision; fully automated systems minimize collisions
by automatic reaction to information about the relative speed and distance between adjacent
vehicles.5

It is important to note that the two scenarios compared above span a large range of
alternative strategies. For instance, in addition to travel time information, the IVHS system
may offer static or dynamic route guidance. 6 Similarly, greater safety may be achieved by
adding collision avoidance control which overrides driver actions under specified conditions.

Generally speaking in moving towards greater intelligence, one trades off increased
complexity of the IVHS system for greater predictability and control of vehicle behavior
which can be used to achieve increased safety and capacity.

3 IVHS architecture

In §2 we identified a set of four ‘in-trip’ decisions that drivers must carry out assisted by  
the IVHS system. In this section we examine the corresponding IVHS tasks in greater
detail. Three features have a crucial impact on the design of IVHS subsystems which will
implement those tasks. They are:

l Time scale - the time available to carry out the task;

l Spatial scope - the impact of executing the task on the traffic system;

l Information span - the extent of information needed to carry out the task.

Table 3 shows that the four tasks differ significantly in terms of these features.

4    Such protocols have been designed and proved to be correct under specified conditions, see [7, 8]. For .
work based on ‘artificial intelligence’see [9, 10, 11].

5 Much research has been carried out on automatic longitudinal and lateral control [12, 13, 14, 15]. A
representative Japanese work is [16]. European researchers use the term ‘cooperative driving’ for what we
call ‘vehicle coordination’. For examples of their work see [17, 18].

6There is a large body of work on this exemplified by [19, 20. 21]. .
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Task Time scale
Route and Hour - under large
flow control shift in demand or

Congestion. 
highway conditions
Minute - target speeds

control updated after incidents
and disturbances,

Vehicle Minute - when
coordination vehicle does lane change

Spacing Second - based on
vehicle time constant

Spatial scope
Changes in routes
and flows affect
entire network
Changes in target
speed affect traffic
over few kms.
Affects neighboring
vehicles

Direct effect limited
to single vehicle

Information span
Systemwide data on
demand, highway
conditions, flows
Data on incidents,
disturbances over few
kms.
Predictions about
neighboring vehicles,
target section speeds
Data on neighboring
vehicle speed, position

Table 3: Features differentiating four IVHS tasks

Observe that the tasks must be executed more rapidly, the spatial scope reduces,
and the information span is more localized as we proceed from the first task to the fourth.
This systematic variation in the features suggests a distribution of these tasks in the four
layer hierarchy of Figure 3.

Starting at the top the layers are named: network, link, coordination, and regulation. 
Their functions correspond in order to the four tasks in Table 3, namely: route and flow
control. congestion control, vehicle coordination, and spacing. The function of the physical
layer is to provide relevant vehicle sensor data and to accept actuator (steering, throttle,
braking) commands.

It seems natural, as the figure suggests, to distribute the tasks in each layer among
several identical controllers. Then, there would be one controller per vehicle at layer 1 and
2, one controller per highway link (consisting of several km long section of highway) at layer
3, and one or a few controllers at the top layer 4.

If the tasks are distributed in this way the lines interconnecting the controllers in
the figure represent communication links. Thus, the physical layer in a vehicle sends sensor
data to its regulation layer and receives command signals from it. The regulation layer
receives commands to execute lane change maneuvers from its coordination layer. The  
latter exchanges messages (protocols) with its peer controllers and receives target speeds
from the link layer, and so on.

The hierarchy provides a uniform treatment of automation strategies since it leaves
open the extent to which the tasks are automated. For example, the-commands received
by the physical layer from its regulation layer may be automatic signals generated by the
on-board vehicle control system or they may be generated by the driver. Similarly, the
messages exchanged between adjacent (peer) coordination layers may be formal protocols
or they may be informal messages that drivers exchange and interpret according to social
convention.

The hierarchy can preserve an evolution of IVHS capabilities. That is, the extent
to which each task is automated can vary over time depending on need and experience.
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Finally, the proposed task distribution strongly encourages a decentralized imple-
mentation. For example, in principle, vehicle control signals may be generated in a cen-
tralized computer and communicated down through the hierarchy; but the more natural
implementation is one where the control signal is generated by the regulation layer itself. A
decentralized implementation would be more robust than a centralized one since the impact
of failures would be spatially limited.

To achieve fully these advantages of uniformity, evolution, and decentralization it is
necessary to go further and specify an open architecture.

4 Towards an open architecture

An IVHS architecture specifies

1. a functional decomposition of IVHS systems,

2. the assignment! of tasks to various subsystems, and

3. the information flows between subsystems.

The architecture is open if it provides

.  a reference model for the external behavior of each subsystem, and

l subsystem interfaces to which information exchanges must conform.

Reference models only specify the external behavior. This permits different im-
plementations to conform to the same reference model. Ideally, the reference models and
interfaces are unambiguously spelled out and contain enough detail so that subsystems
implemented in conformity with them can interwork. Perhaps the most important advan-
tage of an open architecture is that the design and implementation of each subsystem need
only consider the external behavior of other subsystems as defined by the reference models
and interfaces. Thus an open architecture permits independent and parallel subsystem de-
sign. which reduces development time.7 It also allows changes in one subsystem design to
incorporate new technology without the need to change other subsystem designs.

Central to an IVHS open architecture specification, then, is the standardization
of subsystem reference models and interfaces. Efforts to produce standards must steer
between two conflicting requirements: sufficient and unambiguous detail must be given so
that subsystems conforming to those standards can interwork smoothly, but the standards
should not be so overspecified as to preclude conformance of innovative and more economical
implementations.

‘The importance of this cannot be overestimated. The open architecture standards adopted in the data
communications and personal computer fields has spurred innovations enormously.
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Figure 7: Physical layer reference model

evolve over time (presumably towards increased automation), the reference standards will
change. One may insist that the new standards be ‘backward’ compatible. The reverse side
of this coin is even more important in our view. Standards designed at an earlier point in
time should be ‘forward’ compatible, that is they should accommodate the incorporation
of new functions. This will be best achieved if the setting of standards is done not with
a myopic view of IVHS prospects, but with a vision that incorporates the tremendous- 
advances in communication. control and computing technologies.

We offer one final remark about standards based on the lessons of the communica-
tion networks community. Standards are generally specified in a language that is a mixture
of English (or some other natural language) and some formal language, (eg. state ma-
chines. pseudo-programming language). Built into such a semi-formal language is a wide
latitude for interpretation. As a result, systems implemented by different organizations
and conforming to the ‘same’ standard often are mutually incompatible. To minimize this
incompatibility. the communication networks community is moving towards the adoption
of formal languages in which standards should be formulated. The IVHS community can
learn’ from this experience and strive towards the development of such formal languages at
an early stage. This will serve three purposes: (1) it will impose a discipline on standards
setting bodies to reduce ambiguities; (2) it will help those designing IVHS components and
subsystems to check the validity of their designs; and (3) in the long run: it will help in the
conformance testing of IVHS products.

5 Conclusions and recommendations

The predominant goals of IVHS are to influence drivers in ways that increases capacity and
safety.” The strategy adopted to implement IVHS tasks can range from partial automation

layer model.
“Other goals relating to the impact of IVHS systems are reducing pollution and fuel conservation. in-

creasing GNP as a result of reduced travel time-and safeguarding international competitiveness of C.S.
industry.
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(in which IVHS only provides information and advice) to full automation (in which most
decisions are under computer control).

The evidence suggests that a ‘partial automation’ strategy will not materially affect
the goals of increased capacity and safety. Under partial automation, capacity is increased
because travel time is reduced since drivers have more accurate and timely information
about traffic conditions and advice about the best routes. Simulation and analytical studies,
and data from demonstration experiments suggest little or no improvement under recurrent
congestion and some improvement under incident induced congestion.12 One may with
confidence suggest an upper bound of 15 % on the capacity increase from partial automation.
The capacity ‘bottleneck’ in a partially automated system will continue to be, just as it is
today, the driver response characteristic. By contrast, studies based on admittedly simple
models suggest capacity gains by a factor of two to three under full automation

There is little evidence about the gains in safety achieved by partial automation.
The general wisdom is that up to 90% of accidents today are caused by the driver’s inatten-
tion, faulty anticipation, and slow reaction. l3 These relate to tasks we have called ‘vehicle
coordination’ and ‘spacing’. Partial automation strategies may include 'collision warning
and avoidance’, and ‘intelligent cruise control’ but AVCS systems offer much more. They
hold the promise of making vehicle movement much more predictable and regular, thereby
reducing incidents and preventing accidents. Of course, the prospect of full automation-
raises many other concerns including system reliability, public acceptance, and legal liabil-
ity.

In summary, then, while partial automation can more readily be implemented, and
involves few surprises of technical or social nature, its impact will also be minimal, and
it is unclear whether the cost/benefit tradeoffs are favorable. Full automation offers more
promise . . . and more uncertainties. The wisest course would seem to be one in which IVHS
architecture standards, initially conceived for partial automation, be made to accommodate
evolution to more complete automation. At the same time, a serious effort should be
undertaken to reduce the technological and social uncertainties of full automation.
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